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Warm Greetings,  

Does LinkedIn Tell Your Best Career Story?  

Your LinkedIn Summary needs to tell your best career story and to 
position you for your next ideal chapter. LinkedIn’s contribution to career 
success is growing because most potential employers (or clients) will 
Google you. LinkedIn shows up at the top of the search. You want 
searchers to find a compelling presentation of your professional history 
and aspirations, and conclude, "This person has a lot to offer. I’ll reach 
out." 

LinkedIn is also increasing its potency in matching you to potential jobs. You might hit the jackpot 
like Jamie Dunn if you use functions like the advanced Job Search alert. When LinkedIn sent him the 
perfect job announcement, he applied and landed a job as Operations Manager job after 20 years in 
the restaurant business. 

Here is Jamie’s 5-part Secret Sauce 

1. Identify top transferable skills through Career Counseling. Jamie assessed his strengths 
by reviewing past career successes and asking colleagues for feedback. You could also 
identify your strengths by using assessments like Strengthfinder or with my handbook, 
Finding a Job Worth Having. 

2. Incorporate your strengths into your LinkedIn Summary. Jamie learned that, "others turn 
to him for inspiration and to explain complex material quickly,” which is now the second 
engaging sentence of his LinkedIn Summary. 

3. Take a LinkedIn workshop. Jamie overcame his cynicism about the role of social media in 
job search. In the workshop, he learned he needed to trade out his photo, in which he was 
wearing his motorcycle jacket in front of his restaurant, The Gilt Club. (Best known for the 
famous chicken episode of Portlandia.) His new photo reflects his approachable and 
professional attitude.  

4. Use relevant keywords. Jamie researched and identified “Operations Manager” as a 
common job title across industries. He recognized it as a synonym for running his restaurant 
businesses, and an accurate descriptor of the type of job he sought.  

5. Leverage the Job Search alert with appropriate keywords. LinkedIn did the research for 
him and emailed him with the perfect job opening at a company he had never heard of. He 
applied and got the job! 

Trying new strategies, especially LinkedIn, led Jamie to career success. What is your LinkedIn 
success story going to be? 
 
Best, 

Vicki Lind, M.S. 
vlind.com 
linkedin.com/in/vickilind 

Find or create a vibrant career in Portland’s creative, non-profit, health care and 
sustainable communities. Schedule a session at vlind.com. Openings for new 
clients begin May 4th. If you are a current or past client, use this special link. 


